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RESIDUE CURRENTS WITH PRESCRIBED
ANNIHILATOR IDEALS ON SINGULAR VARIETIES
RICHARD LA¨RKA¨NG
Abstract. Given an ideal J on a complex manifold, Andersson
and Wulcan constructed explicitly a current RJ such that the an-
nihilator of RJ is J , generalizing the duality theorem for Coleff-
Herrera products. We describe a way to generalize this construc-
tion to ideals on singular varieties.
1. Introduction
Let f ∈ O be a germ of a holomorphic function, where O = OCn,0 is
the ring of germs of holomorphic functions at the origin in Cn. Consider
the problem of finding a current U such that fU = 1. Such currents
were proven to exist abstractly by Schwartz in [Sc]. A canonical and
explicit choice of such a current, as constructed in [HL], is the principal
value current 1/f , which can be defined by
1
f
:= lim
ǫ→0+
f¯
|f |2 + ǫ
,
where the limit is taken in the sense of currents. The existence of this
limit over Z(f) as a current is non-trivial if n > 1, relying on Hironaka’s
theorem on resolution of singularities. Nevertheless, 1/f exists as a
explicit limit of smooth functions. In addition, it is canonical in the
sense that any “reasonable” way of cutting off the singularities followed
by a limiting procedure will result in the same current.
Since we have defined the principal value current 1/f , one can also
give meaning to meromorphic currents g/f and residue currents ∂¯(1/f).
The residue current ∂¯(1/f) is closely related to the ideal J (f) gener-
ated by f in the following way: Let annO ∂¯(1/f) be the annihilator of
∂¯(1/f), i.e., the ideal of holomorphic functions g such that g∂¯(1/f) = 0.
Then g ∈ annO ∂¯(1/f) = 0 if and only if ∂¯(g/f) = 0 and, by regularity
of the ∂¯-operator on (0, 0)-currents, this holds if and only if g/f ∈ O,
i.e., g ∈ J (f). Hence, annO ∂¯(1/f) = J (f).
Let f = (f1, . . . , fp) ∈ O
⊕p be a tuple of holomorphic functions.
In [CH], Coleff and Herrera showed that one can give a meaning to
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products
∂¯
1
fp
∧ · · · ∧ ∂¯
1
f1
,
what is nowadays called the Coleff-Herrera product of f , and which we
will also denote by µf .
Such products are “nicely” behaved if f defines a complete intersec-
tion, i.e., if codimZ(f) = p. Maybe the most important property is
the following duality theorem for Coleff-Herrera products.
Theorem 1.1. Let f = (f1, . . . , fp) be a holomorphic mapping on a
complex manifold defining a complete intersection. Then locally,
annµf = J (f1, . . . , fp).
This result thus extends the description of the annihilator for one
single holomorphic function described above. It was proven indepen-
dently by Dickenstein and Sessa in [DS] and Passare in [P].
Another way in which the Coleff-Herrera product is nicely behaved in
the case of complete intersection is the following. Let f = (f1, . . . , fp)
and g = (g1, . . . , gp) be two tuples of holomorphic functions defining
complete intersections. If there exists a matrix A of holomorphic func-
tions such that f = gA, then the transformation law for Coleff-Herrera
products states that µg = (detA)µf . In particular, if f and g define
the same ideal, then A is invertible, so detA is a non-vanishing holo-
morphic function. Thus, we can view the Coleff-Herrera product as
an essentially canonical current associated to a complete intersection
ideal.
Coleff-Herrera products have had various applications, for example
to explicit versions of the Ehrenpreis-Palamodov fundamental principle
by Berndtsson and Passare, [BP], the ∂¯-equation on singular varieties
by Henkin and Polyakov, [HePo], and effectivity questions in division
problems by Berenstein and Yger, [BY].
In [AW], Andersson and Wulcan generalized the construction of the
Coleff-Herrera product from complete intersection ideals to arbitrary
ideals. From a Hermitian resolution (E,ϕ) (i.e., a locally free res-
olution equipped with Hermitian metrics) of an ideal J , they con-
structed explicitly a vector-valued current RJ with values in E such
that annO R
J = J . In case J = J (f1, . . . , fp) is a complete inter-
section ideal, the current they constructed coincides with the Coleff-
Herrera product of f .
In case the ideal is Cohen-Macaulay, i.e., if O/J has a free resolution
of length equal to codimZ(J ), the current RJ is essentially canonically
associated to J , in the sense that it does not depend on the Hermitian
metrics chosen, and choosing different minimal free resolutions only
changes the current by an invertible holomorphic matrix (just like the
Coleff-Herrera product changes by an invertible holomorphic function
by changing the generators). In addition, the construction “globalizes”
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in the same way as free resolutions in the sense that if we construct the
current RJ globally, and restrict it to a neighbourhood of a point z, we
can express RJ there as a smooth matrix times the current constructed
locally around z (just as considering a global (locally) free resolution
will in general not restrict to a minimal free resolution locally, but
only that the local minimal free resolution is a direct summand of the
restriction of the global one).
The construction is explicit both in the sense that it is explicitly de-
scribed in terms of a free resolution of the ideal, and also in the sense
that it not only describes ideal membership in terms of its annihila-
tor, but also explicitly realizes this ideal membership, by appearing in
integral representation formulas, see [AW], Section 5.
The applications described for Coleff-Herrera products have been
generalized in various ways to Andersson-Wulcan currents, thereby be-
ing able to remove assumptions about complete intersection, see for
example [AS,AS2,ASS,AW,AW3,Sz].
The aim of this article, is to generalize the construction in [AW], to
currents with prescribed annihilator ideals on singular varieties. De-
scribing this construction more precisely, and how the construction
generalizes the one of Andersson and Wulcan requires more knowledge
about their construction, which we leave for later parts of the article,
see in particular Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 5.3. In the introduction,
we instead describe a special case where many of the technicalities of
the construction disappears, while it still illustrates much of the ideas
behind the construction.
1.1. Principal ideals on hypersurfaces. Let Z ⊆ Ω be a reduced
hypersurface of an open set Ω ⊆ Cn, i.e., Z = Z(h), where h is a
holomorphic function on Ω such that dh is non-vanishing generically
on Z. In particular, OZ = O/J (h).
One of the simplest examples of an ideal in OZ would be a principal
ideal J = J (f) ⊆ OZ , where we also assume that f is a non-zero-
divisor in OZ , i.e., f does not vanish identically on any irreducible
component of Z. We then want to find an intrinsic current R on Z
such that annOZ R = J . Currents on analytic varieties can either be
defined in a similar manner as on manifolds, or in terms of currents in
the embedding, see Section 2.1. Of particular importance here will be
that the construction of principal-value currents works just as well on
singular varieties. Since the residue current ∂¯(1/f) of f exists on Z,
it would be a natural candidate for the current R. However, in [La¨2],
we show that if codimZsing = 1 (as would be the case for example for
any singular planar curve), then one can always find a holomorphic
function f such that annOZ ∂¯(1/f) 6= J (f).
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We instead start by considering currents in the ambient space. Let
f˜ be a representative of f in the ambient space Ω. The current
T := ∂¯
1
f˜
∧ ∂¯
1
h
∧ dz,
where dz = dz1∧· · ·∧dzn, has the same annihilator as ∂¯(1/f˜)∧ ∂¯(1/h),
i.e., J (f˜ , h) by the duality theorem. Since the annihilator contains h,
we get a well-defined multiplication with elements of OZ = O/J (h),
and the annihilator of T over OZ equals J (f). Thus, we have found a
current in the ambient space with the correct annihilator, and then if
we can find a current R on Z such that i∗R = T , where i : Z → Ω is
the inclusion, then R will be a current with the correct annihilator.
We consider the current (1/f)ω on Z, where ω is the Poincare´ residue
of dz/h, see Example 2 below. One way of characterizing the Poincare´
residue ω is that i∗ω = ∂¯(1/h) ∧ dz, so
i∗
(
1
f
ω
)
=
1
f˜
∂¯
1
h
∧ dz.
Thus, by Leibniz’ rule, see (2.1),
i∗
(
∂¯
(
1
f
ω
))
= ∂¯
(
1
f˜
∂¯
1
h
∧ dz
)
= ∂¯
1
f˜
∧ ∂¯
1
h
∧ dz = T,
and we have proved the following.
Proposition 1.2. Let Z be a reduced hypersurface defined by a holo-
morphic function h, and let ω be the Poincare´ residue of dz/h on Z.
If f ∈ OZ is a non-zero-divisor and R
f
Z is the current ∂¯((1/f)ω) on Z,
then
annOZ R
f
Z = J (f).
Note that, since ∂¯ω = 0, we have formally that RfZ = ∂¯(1/f) ∧ ω.
However, it might very well happen that ω has its poles (which are
contained in Zsing) on Z(f) = supp ∂¯(1/f). In that case, the product
∂¯(1/f) ∧ ω can not be defined in a “robust” way. For example, it is
natural to regularize the factors one at a time, and in that case, the
product will in general depend on in which order one regularizes, so
we refrain from giving such products any meaning. However, in case
codimZsing ∩ Z(f) ≥ 2 in Z, then ∂¯(1/f) ∧ ω can be defined in a
“robust” way, and it coincides with RfZ .
If we let U = (1/f), then by Leibniz’ rule, and by a natural cancel-
lation property for residue currents, see (2.1), we get that
(1.1) RfZ = ω −∇(Uω),
where ∇ = f − ∂¯, and in addition,
(1.2) i∗R
f
Z = ∂¯
1
f˜
∧ ∂¯
1
h
∧ dz.
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In this article, we generalize this construction to arbitrary ideals on
arbitrary varieties. The starting point of generalizing this construction
is to replace the right-hand side of (1.2) with the Andersson-Wulcan
current RJ˜ associated to a maximal lifting J˜ of the ideal J , which will
give a current in the ambient space with the correct annihilator. In Sec-
tion 2, we describe the construction of residue currents from [AW] and
other necessary background on residue currents. In order to prove that
this current corresponds to a current on Z, we show that RJ˜ ∧dz is the
push-forward of a current on Z of a similar form as the right-hand side
of (1.1). We treat the case when Z is of pure dimension in Section 3.
The main ingredients are a comparison formula for Andersson-Wulcan
currents from [La¨3], relating such currents associated to two different
ideals, and a generalization of the Poincare´ residue to arbitrary va-
rieties of pure dimension, as introduced in [AS], called the structure
form associated to Z. In Section 4, we describe how this construction
coincides with the construction in [AW] in case Z is non-singular. In
Section 5, we prove the general case of our construction, i.e., when Z
is not necessarily of pure dimension. A key part is to prove the exis-
tence of a structure form also associated to such varieties. We finish in
Section 6 by discussing why a more straightforward generalization of
the construction in [AW], by considering free resolutions on the variety
itself, does not work in general.
Acknowledgements
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2. Preliminaries
In this section we recall several tools which will be useful during
the rest of the article, like currents on singular varieties, almost semi-
meromorphic and pseudomeromorphic currents, the construction of
Andersson-Wulcan of currents with prescribed annihilator ideals and a
comparison formula for such currents.
2.1. Currents on analytic varieties. Since a key part in this article
is that we construct intrinsic currents on the varieties, we begin by re-
calling what currents on analytic varieties are. The usual way to define
currents on an analytic variety is to first define test forms on analytic
varieties, and then define currents as continuous linear functionals on
the test forms. However, it can also be described more concretely in
terms of embeddings. If Z is a subvariety of pure codimension k of
some complex manifold X , and i is the inclusion i : Z → X , then T
is a (p, q)-current on Z if i∗T is a (p + k, q + k)-current on X which
vanishes when acting on test forms φ on X such that φ|Zreg = 0. Con-
versely, if T ′ is any such current on X , then T ′ defines a unique current
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T on Z such that i∗T = T
′. Note that considered as a current in the
ambient space, it is not sufficient that supp T ⊆ Z for it to correspond
to a current on Z. For example, if Z = {0} ⊆ C, then [0], the integra-
tion current at {0}, corresponds to a current on Z, while ∂/∂z [0] does
not, although both have support on Z.
Example 1. The most basic example of a current on a singular variety
is given by the integration current constructed by Lelong, [Le]. Given
a subvariety Z of a complex manifold X , the integration current [Z] of
Z on X is defined by
[Z].φ :=
∫
Zreg
φ,
where φ is a test form. It is thus immediate from the description above,
that [Z] corresponds to a current on Z, and it is reasonable to denote
it by 1, i.e., i∗1 = [Z].
Multiplying the equation i∗1 = [Z] by a smooth form, any smooth
(p, q)-form on Z can be considered as a current on Z, and in fact, the
construction of Herrera and Lieberman of principal value and residue
currents works also on a singular variety, so for any meromorphic (p, q)-
form η on Z, we can define its corresponding meromorphic current,
which we for simplicity will also denote by η.
By a holomorphic form on a singular variety Z, we mean the restric-
tion of a holomorphic form in the ambient space, and by a meromorphic
form, we mean the restriction of a meromorphic form in the ambient
space such that its polar set has positive codimension in Z. See [HePa]
for a rather detailed discussion about different definitions of meromor-
phic forms, and various definitions of holomorphic forms. In order to
distinguish between a meromorphic form η on Z, and a representative
of it in the ambient space, we will denote the representative by η˜. In
particular, we write i∗η = η˜ ∧ [Z].
In case we have two holomorphic functions f and g on Z such that
codimZ(f) ∩ Z(g) = 2, then we can form products of residue currents
and principal value currents of f and g satisfying the following natural
properties.
(2.1) f
1
f
∂¯
1
g
= ∂¯
1
g
, g
1
f
∂¯
1
g
= 0 and ∂¯
(
1
f
∂¯
1
g
)
= ∂¯
1
f
∧ ∂¯
1
g
.
Example 2. Let Z ⊆ Ω ⊆ Cn be a reduced hypersurface defined by a
holomorphic function h. On such a hypersurface, the Poincare´ residue
ω of dz/h is a meromorphic form, which can be defined by
(2.2) i∗ω = ∂¯
1
h
∧ dz.
If we let ω˜ be a meromorphic form on Ω such that (dh/2πi) ∧ ω˜ =
dz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn =: dz, then ω can alternatively be defined by ω := ω˜|Z .
This definition of ω does not depend on the choice of ω˜. Considered as
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a meromorphic current, ω is ∂¯-closed, see [HePa]. If ∂h/∂zn does not
vanish identically on any irreducible component of Z, then one can take
ω = (−1)n−1/(2πi∂h/∂zn)dz1∧· · ·∧dzn−1|Z . The Poincare´ residue is a
classical construction in mathematics, see for example [Y]. In this form
it appears for example in [HePa], and in similar forms in for example
[B] and [H].
2.2. Almost semi-meromorphic and pseudomeromorphic cur-
rents. In Cz the principal value current 1/z
m can be defined as the
analytic continuation |zm|2λ/zm|λ=0, where by |λ=0 we mean that it is
a current-valued analytic function for Reλ ≫ 0, and |λ=0 denotes the
analytic continuation to λ = 0. We can thus also define ∂¯(1/zm) in the
sense of currents, which thus equals ∂¯|zm|2λ/zm|λ=0. Hence, we can
consider tensor products of such one variable currents
τ = ∂¯
1
zm11
∧ · · · ∧ ∂¯
1
zmkk
α
z
mk+1
k+1 . . . z
mN
N
,
on CN , where m1, . . . , mN are non-negative integers and α is a smooth
form with compact support. We call such a current an elementary cur-
rent. Andersson and Wulcan introduced the following class of currents
in [AW2].
Definition 1. Let Z be an analytic variety. A current µ on Z is
pseudomeromorphic, denoted µ ∈ PM(Z) if it can be written as a
locally finite sum of push-forwards π∗τ of elementary currents, where
π is a composition of modifications and open inclusions.
The definition in [AW2] was for Z a complex manifold, but allowing
Z to be singular makes no difference. In [AS], a slightly wider definition
was used, allowing more general push-forwards, but Definition 1 will
be sufficient for our purposes.
For pseudomeromorphic currents one can define natural restrictions
to analytic subvarieties. If T ∈ PM(Z), V ⊆ Z is a subvariety of Z,
and h is a tuple of holomorphic functions such that V = Z(h), one
defines
1Z\V T := |h|
2λT |λ=0 and 1V T := T − 1Z\V T.
This definition is independent of the choice of tuple h, and 1V T is a
pseudomeromorphic current with support on V , see [AW2], Proposi-
tion 2.2.
A pseudomeromorphic current µ ∈ PM(Z) is said to have the stan-
dard extension property, SEP, if 1V µ = 0 for any subvariety V ⊆ Z
of positive codimension. If Z does not have pure dimension, we mean
that V has positive codimension on each irreducible component of Z.
If α is a smooth form, and T is a pseudomeromorphic current, then
1V (α ∧ T ) = α ∧ 1V T , and in particular, if T has the SEP, then α ∧ T
also has the SEP.
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An important property of pseudomeromorphic currents is that they
satisfy the following dimension principle, Corollary 2.4 in [AW2].
Proposition 2.1. If T ∈ PM(Z) is a (p, q)-current with support on
a variety V , and codimV > q, then T = 0.
Given f holomorphic on an analytic variety Z, as described in the in-
troduction, Herrera and Lieberman defined the principal value current
1/f on Z. One way to define this is by
1
f
.φ :=
∫
Zreg
|f |2λ
f
φ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
,
where by |λ=0, we mean that right-hand side for Reλ ≫ 0 is analytic
in λ, and |λ=0 denotes the analytic continuation to λ = 0. This way
of defining the principal value current by analytic continuation goes
back to Atiyah, [At], and Bernstein-Gel’fand, [BG]. The proof of the
existence of this analytic continuation relies on Hironaka’s theorem of
resolution of singularities in order to write it as a locally finite sum
of push-forwards of elementary currents, and hence, principal value
currents are pseudomeromorphic.
The product of a principal value current and a smooth form (i.e.,
the restriction of a smooth form in the ambient space) is called a semi-
meromorphic current. In [AS], the authors introduce a generalization
of this called almost semi-meromorphic currents.
Definition 2. A current µ on an analytic variety Z is said to be almost
semi-meromorphic if µ = π∗µ˜, where µ˜ is semi-meromorphic and π :
Z˜ → Z is a smooth modification of Z.
Since the class of pseudomeromorphic currents is closed under multi-
plication with smooth functions and under push-forwards under mod-
ifications, almost semi-meromorphic currents are pseudomeromorphic.
By the dimension principle, principal value currents have the SEP, and
thus any semi-meromorphic current will also have the SEP.
Definition 3. The sheaf WZ is the subsheaf of PMZ of pseudomero-
morphic currents on Z with the SEP on Z.
In particular, almost semi-meromorphic currents are in WZ . The
fact that WZ allows a natural multiplication with semi-meromorphic
currents will be crucial for the description of the currents we construct,
Proposition 2.7 in [AS].
Proposition 2.2. Let α be an almost semi-meromorphic current on
Z. If µ ∈ W(Z), then the current α ∧ µ, a priori defined where α is
smooth, has a unique extension as a current in W(Z), which we also
denote by α ∧ µ.
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2.3. Andersson-Wulcan currents. Here we recall the construction
in [AW] of residue currents with prescribed annihilator ideals on com-
plex manifolds. Let J ⊆ O be an ideal of holomorphic functions,
and let (E,ϕ) be a Hermitian resolution of O/J , i.e., (E,ϕ) is a free
resolution
0 −→ EN
ϕN−−→ EN−1
ϕN−1
−−−→ · · ·
ϕ2
−→ E1
ϕ1
−→ E0 −→ O/J ,
where the free modules Ek ∼= O
rk are equipped with Hermitian metrics.
To construct the current associated to E, one first defines, outside
of Z = Z(J ), right inverses σk : Ek−1 → Ek to ϕk which are minimal
with respect to some metric on E, i.e., ϕkσk|Imϕk = IdImϕk , σk = 0 on
(Imϕk)
⊥, and Im σk ⊥ kerϕk. One lets σ = σ1 + · · ·+ σN , and
(2.3) uE = σ + σ∂¯σ + · · ·+ σ(∂¯σ)N .
Letting ∇End be the morphism on D(EndE) induced by ∇ = ϕ− ∂¯ by
∇End(α) = ∇◦α−α ◦∇, one has that ∇Endu
E = IE outside of Z. The
form uE, which is smooth outside of Z, has a current extension UE :=
|F |2λuE|λ=0 over Z, where F 6≡ 0 is a holomorphic function vanishing
at Z and for Reλ ≫ 0, the right-hand side is is a (current-valued)
analytic function in λ, and |λ=0 denotes the analytic continuation to
λ = 0. The residue current RE associated to E is defined as
(2.4) RE := IE −∇EndU
E .
Alternatively, one could define RE by
(2.5) RE = ∂¯|F |2λ ∧ uE|λ=0.
See [AW] for more details. From the proof of the existence of UE and
RE , it follows that they are pseudomeromorphic.
Let REk denote the part of R
E with values in Ek, i.e., R
E
k is a Ek-
valued (0, k)-current. If Z = Z(J ), and codimZ = p, then we will in
fact have that
(2.6) RE = REp + · · ·+R
E
N ,
where N is the length of the free resolution (E,ϕ).
The fundamental property of the current RE is the following, [AW],
Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 2.3. Let RE be the current associated to a free resolution
(E,ϕ) of an ideal J . Then annRE = J .
In particular, if J is a complete intersection ideal, J = J (h1, . . . , hp),
then the Koszul complex of h is a free resolution of O/JZ . In that case,
both the Coleff-Herrera product of h and the current associated to the
Koszul complex are currents with annihilator equal to J , and in fact
they turn out to coincide. Here, we identify the tuple f with a section
of G∗, where G ∼= O⊕p with a frame e1, . . . , ep, so that f =
∑
fie
∗
i .
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Theorem 2.4. Let f = (f1, . . . , fp) be a tuple of holomorphic functions
defining a complete intersection. Let Rf be the current associated to
the Koszul complex of f , Rf = µ ∧ e1 ∧ · · · ∧ ep, and let µ
f be the
Coleff-Herrera product of f . Then µ = µf .
The current Rf was originally defined by Passare, Tsikh and Yger
in [PTY] (in a more direct way), referred to as a Bochner-Martinelli
type residue current. The equality of the Coleff-Herrera product and
the Bochner-Martinelli type residue current was originally proved in
[PTY], Theorem 4.1, see also [An], Corollary 3.2 for an alternative
proof.
The definition of the Coleff-Herrera product and Bochner-Martinelli
type current works also in the singular case, and the equality of those
in the case of complete intersection, Theorem 2.4 also holds; the proof
in [An] works also in the singular case, see [La¨], Theorem 6.4.
Note that from Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4, the construction by
Andersson and Wulcan of a current with a prescribed annihilator ideal
can be seen as a generalization of the Coleff-Herrera product and the
duality theorem for Coleff-Herrera products.
We introduce the notation
(2.7) RJX := R
E ∧ ωX = ωX −∇(U
E ∧ ωX),
where RE is the current associated to a minimal free resolution (E,ϕ)
of O/J , and ωX is a global holomorphic non-vanishing (n, 0)-form on
X (for example if X is an open subset of Cnz , we can take ωX = dz :=
dz1 ∧ . . . dzn). Note that since ωX is assumed to be holomorphic and
non-vanishing, we will have that annRJX = annR
E = J , so in this
setting, the advantage of multiplying with the factor ωX will not be
very apparent, but it will be important when we generalize this to
singular varieties.
2.4. A comparison formula for residue currents. An important
tool in this article will be a comparison formula for Andersson-Wulcan
currents, [La¨3], which can be seen as a generalization of the transfor-
mation law for Coleff-Herrera products.
Let I ⊆ J be two ideals of holomorphic functions, and let (F, ψ) and
(E,ϕ) be free resolutions of O/I and O/J respectively. Since I ⊆ J ,
we have the natural surjection π : O/I → O/J . By a rather straight-
forward diagram chase, one can show that there exists a morphism of
complexes a : (F, ψ)→ (E,ϕ) making the following diagram commute:
(2.8) 0 // EN
ϕN
// EN−1
ϕN−1
// · · ·
ϕ1
// E0 // O/J // 0
0 // FN
ψN
//
aN
OO
FN−1
ψN−1
//
aN−1
OO
· · ·
ψ1
// F0
a0
OO
// O/I
π
OO
// 0.
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The comparison formula, Theorem 1.2 in [La¨3], is expressed in terms
of this morphism a.
Theorem 2.5. Let I,J ⊆ O be two ideals of germs of holomorphic
functions such that I ⊆ J , and let (E,ϕ) and (F, ψ) be minimal free
resolutions of O/J and O/I respectively. Let a : (F, ψ) → (E,ϕ) be
the morphism in (2.8) induced by the natural surjection π : O/I →
O/J . Then,
(2.9) REa0 = aR
F +∇ϕM,
where ∇ϕ =
∑
ϕk − ∂¯,
(2.10) M = ∂¯|G|2λ ∧ uE ∧ auF
∣∣
λ=0
,
and G is a tuple of holomorphic functions such that {G = 0} contains
the set where (E,ϕ) or (F, ψ) are not pointwise exact.
2.5. Singularity subvarieties of free resolutions. In the study of
residue currents associated to free resolutions of ideals, an important
ingredient is certain singularity subvarieties associated to the ideal.
Given a free resolution (E,ϕ) of an ideal J , the variety Zk = Z
E
k is
defined as the set where ϕk does not have optimal rank. These sets are
independent of the choice of free resolution. If codimZ(J ) = p, then
Zk = Z for k ≤ p, Corollary 20.12 in [E]. In addition, Corollary 20.12
says that Zk+1 ⊆ Zk, and codimZk ≥ k by Theorem 20.9 in [E]. In fact,
Theorem 20.9 in [E] is a characterization of exactness, the Buchsbaum-
Eisenbud criterion, which says that a generically exact complex of free
modules is exact if and only if codimZk ≥ k.
However, more precise information is obtained about which irre-
ducible components Zk that are of maximal dimension. By Corollary
20.14, if codimV = k, then V ⊆ Zk if and only if IV ∈ AssJ , i.e.,
if the ideal of holomorphic functions vanishing on V is an associated
prime of O/J . In particular, if J is reduced, AssJ correspond exactly
the irreducible components of Z = Z(J ). In that case, if we let W d be
the union of the irreducible components of Z of codimension p = n−d,
then Zp = W
d ∪ Z ′p, where codimZ
′
p ≥ p + 1. If we consider e > d,
then codimW d ∩W e ≥ p+ 1, so we get that
(2.11) codimW e ∩ Zp ≥ p+ 1.
2.6. Tensor products of free resolutions. In this section, we de-
scribe how under suitable conditions on “proper” intersection, one can
construct a free resolution of a sum of ideals from free resolutions of
the individual ideals. To begin with, let (E,ϕ) and (F, ψ) be two
complexes. The tensor product complex (E ⊗ F, ϕ ⊗ ψ) is defined by
(E⊗F )k = ⊕p+q=kEp⊗Fq and (ϕ⊗ψ)(ξ⊗η) = ϕ(ξ)⊗η+(−1)
iξ⊗ψ(η)
if ξ ∈ Ei and η ∈ Fj . Note in particular that if (E,ϕ) and (F, ψ) are
minimal free resolutions of ideals J and I, then E0 ∼= O ∼= F0, and
(ϕ⊗ ψ)1 : E1 ⊕ F1 → O, (ϕ⊗ ψ)1 = ϕ1 ⊕ ψ1, so if the tensor product
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complex is exact, it is a free resolution of J + I. The tensor prod-
uct complex will be exact if the corresponding singularity subvarieties
intersect properly in the following sense.
Proposition 2.6. Let (E,ϕ) and (F, ψ) be free resolutions of ideal
sheaves J and I, and let ZEk and Z
F
l be the associated sets where ϕk
and ψl do not have optimal rank. Then (E⊗F, ϕ⊗ψ) is a free resolution
of I+J if and only if codim (ZEk ∩Z
F
l ) ≥ k+l for all k ≥ codimZ(J ),
l ≥ codimZ(I).
In addition, if I and J are Cohen-Macaulay ideals, and (E,ϕ) and
(F, ψ) are free resolutions of minimal length, then
(2.12) RE⊗F = (IE −∇ϕ(|G|
2λuE)) ∧ RF
∣∣
λ=0
,
where G is a tuple of holomorphic functions vanishing on Z(J ) but not
identically on any irreducible component of Z(I).
A proof of the first part can be found in [An2], Remark 4.6, which
we have reformulated slightly, by only requiring the condition to hold
for k ≥ codimZ(J ), l ≥ codimZ(I) instead of k, l ≥ 1. However, this
reformulation follows from the fact that ZEk = Z
E
p for k ≤ codimZ(J )
(and similarly for ZFl ). The second part is part of Theorem 4.2 in
[An2].
When E and F are equipped with Hermitian metrics, we will assume
that E ⊗ F is equipped with the product metric induced from the
metrics of E and F .
3. Currents with prescribed annihilator ideals on
singular varieties of pure dimension
Let Z be an analytic subvariety of pure dimension d of Ω ⊆ Cnz . We
first consider the current RIZ associated to IZ , the ideal of holomorphic
functions on Ω vanishing on Z. In [AS], Andersson and Samuelsson
showed that there exists what they call a structure form ωZ associated
to Z, generalizing the Poincare´ residue in Section 2.1. The following
part of Proposition 3.3 in [AS] will be sufficient for our purposes.
Proposition 3.1. Let (F, ψ) be a Hermitian resolution of OΩ/IZ , and
let RIZ be the associated residue current. Then there exists an almost
semi-meromorphic current
ωZ = ω0 + · · ·+ ωd−1
on Z, where dimZ = d, codimZ = p, and ωr has bidegree (d, r) and
takes values in Fp+r, such that
(3.1) i∗ωZ = R
IZ ∧ dz,
where i : Z → Ω is the inclusion and dz := dz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn.
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The structure form ωZ plays an important role in [AS] and [AS2]
related to the ∂¯-equation on singular varieties. It also appears (more
implicitly) in [ASS], related to the Brianc¸on-Skoda theorem on a sin-
gular variety.
Let J ⊆ OZ be an ideal. We will use the comparison formula from
Section 2.4 in order to construct intrinsically on Z the current with
the prescribed annihilator ideal in terms of almost semi-meromorphic
currents. Let J˜ ⊆ OΩ be the maximal lifting of the ideal J , i.e., the
largest ideal J˜ such that i∗J˜ = J , where i∗ : OΩ → OZ is induced
by the inclusion i : Z → Ω. Note that IZ ⊆ J˜ (since i
∗IZ = 0), so if
(E,ϕ) and (F, ψ) are free resolutions of J˜ and IZ respectively, we get
a morphism of complexes
(3.2) a : (F, ψ)→ (E,ϕ)
extending the natural surjection π∗ : OΩ/IZ → OΩ/J˜ as in (2.8).
On Z \ ZEp+1, let
(3.3) ν :=
∑
m≥k≥p+1
σEm∂¯σ
E
m−1 . . . ∂¯σ
E
k .
Note that since σEl and ∂¯σ
E
l are smooth outside Z
E
l , we get that ν is
smooth outside ZEp+1. Note that Z
E
p+1 ⊂ Zsing because on the regular
part, the Koszul complex of coordinate functions defining the variety
is a free resolution of length p. Thus, ν is defined and smooth on Zreg.
Now we are ready to state our main theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let Z ⊆ Ω ⊆ Cn be an analytic subvariety of Ω of
pure dimension, where Ω is an open set in Cn. Let J ⊆ OZ be an
ideal. Then ν defined by (3.3) has an extension as an almost semi-
meromorphic current to Z, which we denote by V E. If we let
(3.4) RJZ := aωZ −∇(V
E ∧ aωZ),
where a : (F, ψ)→ (E,ϕ) is the morphism in (3.2), then
(3.5) annOZ R
J
Z = J .
Moreover,
(3.6) i∗R
J
Z = R
J˜
Ω ,
where J˜ ⊆ OΩ is the maximal lifting of J , and R
J˜
Ω is the current
associated to J˜ as in (2.7).
Proof. By applying the comparison formula (2.9) to a : (F, ψ) →
(E,ϕ), and taking the wedge product with ωΩ = dz, we get that
(3.7) RJ˜Ω = aR
IZ
Ω +∇(M ∧ ωΩ).
If we show that M ∧ ωΩ in (3.7) is the push-forward of −V
E ∧ aωZ ,
then (3.6) will follow from (3.7) together with Proposition 3.1, and
(3.5) follows from the fact that annO R
J˜
Ω = J˜ .
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The proof that M ∧ ωΩ is the push-forward of −V
E ∧ aωZ will be
rather similar to the proof of Lemma 6.2 in [La¨3] (which says that
M ∧ ωΩ corresponds to a current on Z). We let
M lk = ∂¯|G|
2λ ∧ ∂¯σEk ∂¯σ
E
k−1 . . . σ
E
l+1alσ
F
l ∂¯σ
F
l−1 . . . ∂¯σ
F
1 |λ=0.
Note that by using that ∂¯σj+1σj = σj+1∂¯σj , it follows that the current
M in (2.10) is exactly
∑
l<kM
l
k. However, in the definition of M
l
k we
also allow k = l, which we interpret as containing no σE ’s at all. The
reason we allow k = l is that we use it as a starting point for an
inductive argument.
If j ≥ p+ 1, then σEj and ∂¯σ
E
j are smooth outside Zj ⊆ Zp+1, which
has codimension ≥ p+1, and since codimZ = p, Zp+1 has codimension
≥ 1 in Z. As in the proof of Proposition 3.3 in [AS], one sees that the
restrictions of σEj and ∂¯σ
E
j to Z are almost semi-meromorphic on Z.
Hence, when can define
(3.8) V lk :=
{
i∗∂¯σEk . . . i
∗∂¯σEl+2i
∗σEl+1 l ≥ p
0 l < p
as a product of almost semi-meromorphic currents on Z by Proposi-
tion 2.2.
Note that if l ≥ p, we have outside of Zp+1 that
(3.9) M lk ∧ ωΩ = −∂¯σ
E
k . . . ∂¯σ
E
l+2σ
E
l+1alR
F
l ∧ ωΩ = i∗(V
l
k ∧ alωl−p),
where the minus sign in the first equality is due to ∂¯σEk . . . ∂¯σ
E
l+2σ
E
l+1
being of odd degree and hence anti-commuting with ∂¯|G|2λ, and the
second equality is due to (3.1) and (3.8).
The right-hand side of (3.9) has a unique extension as a product of
almost semi-meromorphic currents by Proposition 2.2 and this exten-
sion has the SEP with respect to Z. Hence, this extension will coincide
with M lk ∧ ωΩ if we can prove that M
l
k ∧ ωΩ also has the SEP with
respect to Z. When l < p, V lk = 0, so we thus also want to prove that
M lk = 0 if l < p. We will prove both these statements, i.e., thatM
l
k = 0
if l < p, and that M lk ∧ ωΩ has the SEP with respect to Z if l ≥ p,
simultaneously by induction over k − l.
For k = l, M ll is a pseudomeromorphic (0, l)-current (note that M
l
k
is a (0, k − 1)-current when k > l, but an (0, k)-current when k = l)
with support on Z, which has codimension p, so if l < p, then M ll = 0
by the dimension principle. For l ≥ p, note that M ll = alR
IZ
l , so
M ll ∧ ωΩ = i∗(alωl−p), and since ωl−p is almost semi-meromorphic on
Z, it has the SEP with respect to Z.
We thus now assume that M lk−1 = 0 for l < p, and M
l
k−1 ∧ ωΩ has
the SEP with respect to Z for l ≥ p, and we want to prove the same
for M lk. We first consider the case k = l + 1. Then M
l
l+1 = σ
E
l+1M
l
l
outside of Zl+1. If k ≤ p, we thus get that suppM
l
l+1 ⊆ Zl+1, and since
M ll+1 is a pseudomeromorphic (0, l)-current, we get by the dimension
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principle that M ll+1 = 0. If k ≥ p + 1, then since M
l
l+1 = σ
E
l+1M
l
l
outside of Zl+1, and M
l
l ∧ ωΩ has the SEP with respect to Z, we get
that supp 1VM
l
l+1 ∧ωΩ ⊆ Zl+1 if V is a subvariety of Z of codimension
≥ 1. Since 1VM
l
l+1 ∧ ωΩ is a pseudomeromorphic (n, l)-current, it is 0
by the dimension principle, i.e., M ll+1 ∧ ωΩ has the SEP with respect
to Z. The argument for k > l + 1 follows in essentially the same way
as for k = l + 1, with the change that M lk = ∂¯σ
E
k M
l
k−1 instead. The
case when k > p, while l < p only appears when k ≥ ℓ + 2, and is
handled in the following way. In that case, by induction, M lk−1 = 0.
Thus, since M lk = ∂¯σ
E
k M
l
k−1 outside of Zk, suppM
l
k ⊆ Zk, and since
M lk is a pseudomeromorphic (0, k−1)-current, we get by the dimension
principle that M lk = 0.
Thus, we see from (3.9) that i∗(−V
E ∧ aωZ) = M ∧ ωΩ since M =∑
k>lM
l
k, V
E =
∑
k>l≥p V
l
k and M
l
k = 0 if l < p. 
We now consider some examples of this construction.
Example 3. Let Z ⊆ Ω be a Cohen-Macaulay variety, i.e., if codimZ =
p, then OΩ/IZ has a free resolution of length p. Let J ⊆ OZ be an
ideal with a lifting Ĵ of J to OΩ such that if codimZ(J ) = q in Z,
then Ĵ is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal of codimension q in Ω. Note that
we want to take the lifting Ĵ to be as small as possible, in contrast to
Theorem 3.2, where we take the largest lifting.
One example is when J = J (f1, . . . , fq) ⊆ OZ is a complete inter-
section ideal.
With these conditions, we can apply Proposition 2.6 to the ideals IZ
and Ĵ , so the tensor product complex (E⊗F, ϕ⊗ψ) is a free resolution
of OΩ/(IZ + Ĵ ) = OΩ/J˜ , where (E,ϕ) and (F, ψ) are free resolutions
of OΩ/Ĵ and OΩ/IZ respectively.
Since i∗ωZ = R
F ∧ dz and i∗R
J
Z = R
E⊗F ∧ dz, we thus get by (2.12)
that
i∗R
J
Z = i∗((IE −∇ϕ(|G|
2λuE)) ∧ ωZ)
∣∣
λ=0
.
Since Z is Cohen-Macaulay, ωZ = ω0, so ∇ϕ(ωZ) = −∂¯ωZ = 0 (note
the ϕ, not ψ), since ∂¯ω0 = ψp+1ω1 = 0. In addition, i∗ is injective on
currents on Z, so
(3.10) RJZ = ωZ −∇ϕ( |G|
2λuE ∧ ωZ
∣∣
λ=0
).
From (3.10), we can see that the current RfZ we defined in Proposi-
tion 1.2 in the introduction is the current given by Theorem 3.2. When
Z is a reduced hypersurface defined by h, then RZ = ∂¯(1/h), so the
structure form ωZ becomes just the Poincare´ residue of dz/h on Z.
In addition, the free resolution (E,ϕ) of O/J (f) becomes just the
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complex O
(f)
→ O. Hence,
R
J (f)
Z = ωZ − (f − ∂¯)
(
1
f
ωZ
)
= ∂¯
(
1
f
ωZ
)
.
The structure form ωZ here plays a bit similar role as in [AS]. In
[AS], for example ∂¯-closedness for a current T ∈ WZ is expressed as
∂¯(T ∧ ωZ) = 0, not just ∂¯T = 0. In the case of (0, 0)-currents, ∂¯-
closed currents in this sense become just holomorphic functions, i.e., as
expected from the smooth case, while there can exist ∂¯-closed (0, 0)-
currents in the usual sense which are not holomorphic functions when
Z is singular. Here, we get that the annihilator of ∂¯(1/f) might be
larger than the ideal generated by f , while adding ωZ , the annihilator
of ∂¯((1/f)ωZ) becomes exactly f .
We finish this section with an example not covered by Example 3.
Example 4. Consider the cusp Z = {z3 − w2 = 0} ⊆ C2, and the
maximal ideal at 0, m = J (z, w) ⊆ OZ . Note that since z
3 − w2 ∈
J (z, w), the maximal lifting of m toO = OC2 equals m˜ = J (z, w) ⊆ O.
It is easily verified that the morphism a : (F, ψ) → (E,ϕ) from (3.2),
where (F, ψ) and (E,ϕ) are free resolutions ofO/IZ and O/m˜, becomes
(3.11) 0 // O
ϕ2
// O⊕2
ϕ1
// O // O/m˜ // 0
0 // O
a1
OO
ψ1
// O
a0
OO
// O/IZ
π
OO
// 0,
where
ϕ2 =
(
−w
z
)
, ϕ1 =
(
z w
)
, ψ1 =
(
z3 − w2
)
and a1 =
(
z2
−w
)
.
Choosing the trivial metric on E, the minimal right-inverse σ2 of ϕ2 is
( −w¯ z¯ )/ (|z|2 + |w|2). Since Z is a reduced hypersurface defined by
z3 −w2, the structure form ω becomes 2πidz/(2w)|Z as in Example 2.
We let τ : C → Z, τ(t) = (t2, t3), which is a smooth modification
of Z (in fact, it is the normalization of Z). Then, one can verify that
τ ∗(σ2a1) = −t, and since τ
∗(dz/(2w)) = dt2/(2t3) = dt/t2, we get that
τ ∗(V Eaω) = −2πidt/t. Thus,
V Eaω = −2πiτ∗(dt/t)
(since τ∗τ
∗ = Id for currents with the SEP on Z, where τ is a modifica-
tion). Since suppRmZ ⊆ Z(m) = {0}, we get by the dimension principle
that RmZ = −∂¯(V
Ea1ω), since the right-hand side here is the only part
of RmZ as defined by (3.4) of bidegree (∗, 1) on Z. Thus,
RmZ = 2πi∂¯τ∗
(
dt
t
)
= 2πiτ∗
(
∂¯
(
dt
t
))
= τ∗((2πi)
2[0]) = (2πi)2[0].
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This could also have been seen directly in this case from (3.6), since
Rm˜
C2
= ∂¯(1/w) ∧ ∂¯(1/z) ∧ dz ∧ dw = (2πi)2[0].
Note that since τ ∗(dz/(2z)) = dt/t, we can also express this as
RmZ = ∂¯
(
2πi
dz
2z
∣∣∣∣
Z
)
.
4. The construction in the case that Z is smooth
Note the similarity of the definition of RJZ in (2.7) and (3.4). In fact,
it is easy to see that if Z = Ω ⊆ Cn, then the definitions of R from
(2.4) and (3.4) coincide, since then, (F, ψ) becomes just F0 ∼= O, and
a = a0 is the isomorphism a0 : F0 ∼= O ∼= E0, V
E = UE and ωZ = dz.
In fact, even more holds.
Proposition 4.1. Let Z be a smooth subvariety of Ω. Let J be an
ideal in OZ . Then R
J
Z for an ideal J ⊆ OZ defined intrinsically on Z
as in (2.7) as the current associated to a free resolution on Z coincides
with the current defined in (3.4).
In particular, it is motivated to use the same notation RJZ for both
the currents defined by (2.7) and (3.4).
A key part in proving Proposition 4.1 is the following lemma about
currents associated to specific product complexes.
Lemma 4.2. Let J ⊂ OZ be an ideal, where Z is the smooth subvariety
of Ω ⊂ Cnz ×C
m
w defined by Z = {w1 = · · · = wm = 0}. Let (E,ϕ) be a
free resolution of OZ/J , with E0 ∼= OZ , and let (Ê, ϕ̂) = (π
∗E, π∗ϕ),
where π : Cnz × C
m
w → C
n
z is the projection. Let (F, ψ) be the Koszul
complex of (w1, . . . , wm). Then,
RÊ⊗F = RE ⊗ RF .
We begin by proving Proposition 4.1 using this lemma, and then
come back to the proof of Lemma 4.2.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. We assume that locally, Z = {w1 = · · · =
wm = 0} ⊆ C
n
z × C
m
w , i.e., z are local coordinates on Z and IZ =
J (w1, . . . , wm). We let R be the current R
J
Z defined by (3.4), and let R
′
be the current RJZ defined by (2.7). We let Ĵ = π
∗J = OCnz×Cmw ⊗OCnz J
be the ideal J considered as an O = OCnz×Cmw -module. We also let
(Ê, ϕ̂) := (π∗E, π∗ϕ), where (E,ϕ) is a free resolution of OCnz /J and
π : Cnz × C
m
w → C
n
z is the projection. Then (Ê, ϕ̂) is a free resolution
of OCnz×Cmw /Ĵ since OCnz×Cmw is a flat OCnz -module, see [F], Proposi-
tion 3.17.
Let (F, ψ) be the Koszul complex of (w1, . . . , wm), which is a free
resolution of O/IZ . The maximal lifting J˜ of J equals Ĵ + IZ , so by
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Proposition 2.6, (Ê ⊗ F, ϕ̂⊗ ψ) is a free resolution of O/J˜ . Thus, by
(3.6),
i∗R = R
Ê⊕F ∧ dz ∧ dw,
and by Lemma 4.2,
i∗R = R
E ⊗RF ∧ dz ∧ dw.
By Theorem 2.4, RF = µw ∧ e1 ∧ · · · ∧ em, and by the Poincare´-Lelong
formula, µw ∧ dw = (2πi)m[w = 0], so
i∗R = cR
E ⊗ [w = 0] ∧ e1 ∧ · · · ∧ em,
for some non-zero constant c. Note also that i∗R
′ = RE ∧ [w = 0], so
i∗R
′ = i∗R, (up to ce1∧· · ·∧em), i.e., R
′ = R (up to isomorphism). 
The proof of Lemma 4.2 follows easily from the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Using the notation of Lemma 4.2, and assuming that
m = 1, and M is the current in (2.10) obtained by applying the com-
parison theorem to the morphism a : (F, ψ)→ (Ê ⊗ F, ϕ̂⊗ ψ), then
M = −UE ∧ a1R
F .
Proof of Lemma 4.2. By induction, it is easily seen that it suffices to
prove Lemma 4.2 in the case when m = 1. Let a : (F, ψ) → (Ê ⊗
F, ϕ̂⊗ ψ) be the morphism of complexes given by ak : Fk → E0 ⊗ Fk,
ak(ξ) = 1⊗ ξ. By the comparison formula,
RÊ⊗F = a1R
F −∇M,
and since ∇(UE) = I − RE and ∇RF = 0, we get by Lemma 4.3 that
RÊ⊗F = a1R
F − (a1R
F −RE ∧ a1R
F ) = RE ∧ a1R
F .
Since a1ξ = 1⊗ ξ, we get that
RÊ⊗F = RE ⊗ RF .

In order to prove Lemma 4.3, we first need to elaborate a bit on how
the σ’s are defined, and in particular, how the σÊ⊗F ’s are related to
the σÊ ’s.
In general, for a generically exact complex (G, η) of Hermitian vector
bundles, σGk , which is smooth outside of Z
G
k , can be defined as
(4.1) σGk = (ηk+1η
∗
k+1 + η
∗
kηk)
−1η∗k,
where η∗k and η
∗
k+1 are the adjoint morphisms of ηk and ηk+1 induced
by the Hermitian metrics. This can be seen by the fact that outside of
ZGk , im η
∗
k is the orthogonal complement of im ηk+1, and the restrictions
of ηk+1η
∗
k+1 and η
∗
kηk to im ηk+1 and im η
∗
k are invertible, and one then
easily verifies that σGk defined by (4.1) is a minimal right inverse of ηk.
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We begin by expressing the σG’s more explicitly when (G, η) = (Ê⊗
F, ϕ̂⊗ ψ), and (F, ψ) is the Koszul complex of w.
Then,
Gk = Ek ⊕ Ek−1 for k ≥ 1 and G0 = E0.
(identifying F0 ∼= F1 ∼= O), and
(4.2)
ηk =
(
ϕk (−1)
k−1w IdEk−1
0 ϕk−1
)
for k ≥ 2 and η1 =
(
ϕ1 w IdE0
)
.
One then calculates that
(4.3)
η∗kηk+ηk+1η
∗
k+1 =
(
ϕ∗kϕk + ϕk+1ϕ
∗
k+1 + |w|
2 0
0 ϕkϕ
∗
k + ϕ
∗
k−1ϕk−1 + |w|
2
)
.
We can then use the following lemma to relate the σG’s with the σE ’s.
Lemma 4.4. For (G, η) a generically exact complex with ZGk+1 ⊂ Z
G
k ,
(4.4) σGk,w := (|w|
2 + ηk+1η
∗
k+1 + η
∗
kηk)
−1η∗k
depends smoothly on (z, w) for (z, w) outside of ZGk × {0}, and
(4.5) σGk,w = σ
G
k + |w|
2α,
for z outside of ZGk , where α depends smoothly on z and w.
Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that |w|2+ ηk+1η
∗
k+1+
η∗kηk is strictly positive definite if z /∈ Z
G
k or w 6= 0, and the inverse
thus depends smoothly on (z, w).
It thus remains to prove (4.5). To begin with, if A is an invertible
matrix such that A and A+ ǫI are invertible, then
(A + ǫI)−1 = A−1 − ǫA−1(A + ǫI)−1.
In particular, if we let A = ηk+1η
∗
k+1 + η
∗
kηk and ǫ = |w|
2, then for
z /∈ ZGk , A is positive definite, so A and A + ǫI are invertible, and the
inverses depend smoothly on (z, w), and thus (4.5) follows by (4.1),
where
α = −(ηk+1η
∗
k+1 + η
∗
kηk)
−1(ηk+1η
∗
k+1 + η
∗
kηk + |w|
2)−1.

By (4.2) and (4.3),
σÊ⊗Fk =
(
∗ 0
∗ (ϕkϕ
∗
k + ϕ
∗
k−1ϕk−1 + |w|
2)−1
)(
∗ 0
∗ ϕ∗k−1
)
(4.6)
=
(
∗ 0
∗ σEk−1,w
)
,
where we by ∗ mean that we ignore the entries in those positions.
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Proof of Lemma 4.3. Note that since RF = ∂¯(1/w) ∧ e, if write an
element ξ1 ⊕ ξ2 ∈ Gk = Ek ⊕Ek−1 in vector form
ξ1 ⊕ ξ2 =
(
ξ1
ξ2
)
,
then since
a1(ξ ∧ e) =
(
0
ξ
)
,
the lemma can be written as
M = −
(
0
UE
)
∧ ∂¯
1
w
.
We will prove by induction on k that
(4.7) Mk+1 =
(
0
UFk
)
∧ ∂¯
1
w
,
for k ≥ 1. We thus start with the case k = 1. Then,
M2 = ∂¯|F |
2λ∧σG2 a1σ
F
1 |λ=0 = −
(
0
σE1,w
)
∂¯|F |2λ
1
w
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= −
(
0
σE1,w
)
∂¯
1
w
outside of ZE1 × {0}, where σ
E
1,w is smooth. Since by (4.5), for z /∈ Z
E
1 ,
σE1,w = σ
E
1 + |w|
2α, and since the last term annihilates ∂¯(1/w), we thus
get that
M2 = −
(
0
σE1
)
∂¯
1
w
outside of ZE1 × {0}. For z /∈ Z
E
1 , U
E
1 is smooth and equals σ
E
1 , so
outside of ZE1 × {0},
(4.8) M2 = −
(
0
UE1
)
∂¯
1
w
.
Now, both sides of (4.8) are pseudomeromorphic (0, 1)-currents, which
coincide outside of ZE1 ×{0}, which has codimension ≥ 2, so by the di-
mension principle, they must coincide everywhere, and we have proven
(4.7) for k = 1.
We now begin with the induction procedure, and assume that (4.7)
holds for k. Then,
Mk+2 = ∂¯σ
G
k+2Mk+1 = −∂¯σ
G
k+2
(
0
UEk
)
∧ ∂¯
1
w
,
outside of ZEk+1, where σ
G
k+2 is smooth. By (4.6),
−∂¯σGk+2
(
0
UEk
)
∧ ∂¯
1
w
= −
(
0
∂¯σEk+1,wU
E
k
)
∧ ∂¯
1
w
,
and as above, we get by (4.5) that
−
(
0
∂¯σEk+1,wU
E
k
)
∧ ∂¯
1
w
= −
(
0
∂¯σEk+1U
E
k
)
∧ ∂¯
1
w
,
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outside of ZEk+1 × {0}. For z /∈ Z
E
k+1, ∂¯σ
E
k+1 is smooth and ∂¯σ
E
k+1U
E
k =
UEk+1, so to conclude, we get that outside of Z
E
k+1 × {0},
(4.9) Mk+2 = −
(
0
UEk+1
)
∧ ∂¯
1
w
.
Now, both sides of (4.9) are pseudomeromorphic (0, k + 1)-currents,
which coincide outside of ZEk+1 × {0}, which has codimension ≥ k + 2,
so they coincide everywhere by the dimension principle. Thus, we have
proven by induction that (4.7) holds for all k. 
5. Currents with prescribed annihilator ideals on
arbitrary varieties
We will here consider the construction of a current RJZ with anni-
hilator J on a variety Z as in Section 3, but without the assumption
of pure dimension, i.e., Z may consist of irreducible components of
different dimensions.
The construction will be essentially the same as in the case of pure
dimension, but one needs to in a certain sense treat the components of
Z of different dimension separately, and thus, treating the case of pure
dimension separately should hopefully illustrate the main ideas better,
without needing to delve in to certain technicalities in the general case.
To begin with, we note that on a variety which is not of pure di-
mension, talking about the bidegree of a current does not have any
meaning, while the bidimension (i.e., the bidegree of the test forms it
is acting on) still does. For example, considering the union Z of a com-
plex line and a complex plane in C3, intersecting at the origin, then the
integration current [0] is a current on Z of bidimension (0, 0). However,
if we consider [0] as a current on the line, it would have bidegree (1, 1),
while on the plane, it would have bidegree (2, 2). Note also that the
bidimension of a current is preserved under push-forwards under inclu-
sions (in contrast to the bidegree in the case of pure dimension, which
increases by the codimension under push-forwards). We will thus in
this section need to reformulate statements in terms of bidimension
instead of bidegree of currents. For example, the dimension principle
needs to be formulated in the following natural form.
Proposition 5.1. If T ∈ PM(Z) is a current of bidimension (c, d)
with support on a variety V , and dim V < d, then T = 0.
The proof works the same as in the smooth case, by first proving
that hT = 0 and dh ∧ T = 0 if h is a holomorphic function vanishing
on supp T . Then, if i : Z → Ω ⊆ Cn is a local embedding, one proves
that i∗T = 0 by induction over dimV , by proving that i∗T = 0 on Vreg
(considered as a subvariety of Ω).
The rest from Section 2.2 about restrictions of pseudomeromorphic
currents, the SEP and almost semi-meromorphic currents works the
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same as in the case of pure dimension, as is assumed in [AS]. However,
one must make sure to interpret the SEP in the right way. A pseu-
domeromorphic current T has the SEP with respect to Z if 1V T = 0
for all subvarieties V of Z of positive codimension. By positive codi-
mension, we mean that codimV ∩ Zi > codimZi for all irreducible
components Zi of Z. Note however, that this is not the same as saying
that codimV > codimZ, which for example any irreducible component
not of maximal dimension would satisfy.
The existence of the structure form ωZ takes the following form.
Proposition 5.2. Let (F, ψ) be a Hermitian resolution of OΩ/IZ ,
where Z is a subvariety of Ω of not necessarily pure dimension. Let
RIZ be the associated residue current of (F, ψ), and let W e be the union
of the irreducible components of Z of dimension e. Then there exists
an almost semi-meromorphic current
ωZ = ω
d + · · ·+ ω0
on Z, where dimZ = d, ωe has bidimension (0, e), support on ∪f≥eW
f
and takes values in Fn−e, such that
(5.1) i∗ωZ = R
IZ ∧ dz,
where i : Z → Ω is the inclusion and dz := dz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn.
We can now state and prove the main theorem also in the case when
the dimension is not pure, and will then return to the proof of Proposi-
tion 5.2. The setting will be the same as in Section 3, with J an ideal in
OZ , J˜ a maximal lifting of the ideal, the morphism a : (F, ψ)→ (E,ϕ)
between the free resolutions (E,ϕ) and (F, ψ) of OΩ/J˜ and OΩ/IZ re-
spectively. We also let as above, W e be the union of the irreducible
components of Z of dimension e.
Note that when Z does not have pure dimension, we can not use
the same definition of ν as in (3.3) to define smooth forms on Zreg.
For example, say that Z consists of components of dimension d − 1
and d, so W d−1 6= ∅, W d 6= ∅. Let p = n − d. Then, σEp+1 is defined
and smooth outside of ZEp+1, but since W
d−1 ⊂ ZEp+1 (see Section 2.5),
σEp+1 is not defined anywhere on W
d−1, and hence can not be uniquely
extended there. Thus, we alter the definition of ν to be zero on such
components. We will explain after the statement of the theorem why
it does not in fact matter how we define ν on such components.
In order to define ν, we note first that {W e \ Zsing | e = 0, . . . , d}
cover disjointly Zreg, since any point of Z belongs to at least one W
e,
and any point belonging to two irreducible components of different
dimensions is necessarily a singular point. Thus, we get a well-defined
smooth form on Zreg by defining it separately on each W
e \ Zsing. We
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then let
νlk :=
{
j∗σEk ∂¯j
∗σEk−1 . . . ∂¯j
∗σEl+1 on W
e \ Zsing, e ≥ n− l
0 on W e \ Zsing, e < n− l
,
where j : W e → Ω is the inclusion, and we let
(5.2) ν :=
∑
k>l
νlk.
Theorem 5.3. Let Z ⊆ Ω ⊆ Cn be an analytic subvariety of Ω of
not necessarily pure dimension, where Ω is an open set in Cn. Let
J ⊆ OZ be an ideal. Then ν defined by (5.2) has an extension as an
almost semi-meromorphic current to Z, which we denote by V E. If we
let
(5.3) RJZ := aωZ −∇(V
E ∧ aωZ),
where a : (F, ψ)→ (E,ϕ) is the morphism in (3.2), then
(5.4) annOZ R
J
Z = J
and
(5.5) i∗R
J
Z = R
J˜
Ω ,
where J˜ ⊆ OΩ is the maximal lifting of J , and R
J˜
Ω is the current
associated to J˜ as in (2.7).
Note that in (5.3), we take an extension V lk of ν
l
k, in order to extend
ν from Zreg to the current V
E on Z. Then, we consider the product
V E ∧ aωZ . This product consists then of terms V
n−e
k ∧ an−eω
e, and
thus the behaviour of V n−ek on W
f \Zsing, where f < e, (where we have
defined νn−ek to be 0) will not influence the product, since W
f \Zsing is
disjoint from suppωe ⊆ ∪g≥eW
g by Proposition 5.2.
Proof. Only minor changes need to be done to the proof of Theorem 3.2
in order for it to work in this situation as well.
First of all, one defines almost semi-meromorphic extensions νlk from
W e \ Zsing to W
e, e ≥ n − l − 1 separately in the same way as in
(3.8). These almost semi-meromorphic extensions can then be further
extended by 0 to almost semi-meromorphic currents on all of Z, since
in any smooth modification of Z, the irreducible components of Z will
split into disjoint manifolds. Summing these extensions for fixed l and
k, we get an almost semi-meromorphic current V lk on Z extending ν
l
k
Then, in (3.9) and the rest of the proof, ωl−p is replaced by ω
n−l, and
the equality in (3.9) will now follow from (5.1) instead of (3.1), together
with the fact that suppωn−l ⊆ ∪e≥n−lW
e (where we as before assume
that W e consists of the irreducible components of Z of dimension e).
As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, it is clear that (3.9) holds on Zreg.
The end of the proof of Theorem 3.2 starts by using that it is clear
that (3.9) holds on Zreg for p ≤ l, and then it is proved that (3.9) holds
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on all of Z by proving simultaneously by induction over k − l that M lk
has the SEP with respect to Z, and that M lk = 0 for l < k.
In the case here, it is instead clear that (3.9) holds on W e \ Zsing
for e ≥ n − l. The proof that (3.9) holds on all of Z then follows
by the same induction argument over k − l as in Theorem 3.2, but
where the induction statement that M lk = 0 for l < p is replaced by
that suppM lk ⊆ ∪e≥n−lW
e. The base case k = l then follows from
Proposition 5.2. 
We now turn to the proof of Proposition 5.2. Only the case of pure
dimension is treated in [AS]. We will essentially go through the proof
of Proposition 3.3 in [AS], and explain how to adapt the proof to cover
also the case when the dimension is not pure.
Since the argument is rather technical, we begin by discussing the
main ideas of the proofs.
If we consider the current R associated to some pure-dimensional
ideal J , of codimension p, then R will consist of a “basic current”
Rp and “auxiliary currents” Rk for k > p. The reason we call them
such is that Rk can be obtained from Rp, by multiplying Rp with some
generically smooth form, and extending this as a current to a current
with the SEP on Z. For example, Rp+1 is the standard extension of
∂¯σp+1∧Rp, which a priori is defined only outside Zp+1, and then, Rp+2
is the standard extension of ∂¯σp+2 ∧Rp+1, and so on.
The first part of the proof of Proposition 3.3 in [AS] consists of
construction the almost semi-meromorphic current ω0 from the “basic
current” Rp, and then, as a next step, almost semi-meromorphic cur-
rents ωk, k > 0 are created from the “auxiliary currents” Rp+k, k > 0
by an induction argument. We will do the same construction on each
W e first, and the “basic current” on W e will be R′ := 1W eR
IZ
n−e ∧ dz.
In order to keep this proof to a bit more manageable length, we split
the step of proving that R′ is the push-forward of an almost semi-
meromorphic current ω˜ into a separate lemma, Lemma 5.4, which then
corresponds to the first step in the proof of Proposition 3.3 in [AS].
Lemma 5.4. Using the notation of Proposition 5.2, let R′ := 1W eR
IZ
n−e∧
dz. Then, there exists an almost semi-meromorphic current ω˜e on W e
such that j∗ω˜
e = R′, where j : W e → Ω is the inclusion.
Proof. In Proposition 3.3 in [AS], Z is assumed to have pure codimen-
sion p. As a preliminary step before the proof of Proposition 3.3 in
[AS], a vector bundle G and a morphism g : G → Fp is defined such
that ψp+1g = 0, and g has a minimal right-inverse σG, defined and
smooth outside of Zp+1 (in the notation of [AS], g : F → Ep, and σG
is denoted σF ). We do the same construction for p = n − e; it is not
essential for this construction that p = codimZ or that Z is of pure
dimension.
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The first step in the proof in [AS] is to define ω0 on Zreg. On
W e \ Zsing, we define ω˜
e in the same way as ω0 is defined in [AS];
this definition on the regular part does not rely on Z being of pure
dimension. By construction, i∗ω˜
e = RIZp ∧ dz = R
′ on W e \ Zsing. We
have that R′ corresponds to a current on W e \Zsing since it is the push-
forward of ω˜e there. In fact, R′ will correspond to a current on all of
W e, since if φ|Zreg = 0, then supp φ ∧R
′ ⊆ Zsing ∩W
e, so
φ ∧ R′ = 1Zsing∩W e(φ ∧ R
′) = φ ∧ 1Zsing∩W eR
′ = 0,
where the last equality holds since codimZsing ∩W
e > codimW e = p,
and R′ is a pseudomeromorphic (n, p)-current, so 1Zsing∩W eR
′ = 0 by
the dimension principle. Thus, ω˜e has an extension as a current to
W e. If we let ϑ = gω˜e on W e \Zsing, then, as in the equation following
(3.19) in [AS], ∂¯ϑ = 0 on W e \ Zsing and ω˜
e = σGϑ. In addition, since
ω˜e has an extension as a current to W e, so does ϑ = gω˜e, since g is
holomorphic (and in particular, smooth). By Example 2.8 in [AS], ϑ
then has a meromorphic extension to W e.
As in the proof of Proposition 3.3 in [AS], by principalization of the
Fitting ideal of g, followed by a resolution of singularities, one gets a
smooth modification τ : Z˜ → Z of Z such that the Fitting ideal of τ ∗g
is locally principal on Z˜. Thus, there exists a line bundle on Z˜ with
section sG generating this Fitting ideal. Then, τ
∗σG = βG/sG, where
βG is smooth. We thus get that j
∗σG, is almost semi-meromorphic on
W e since it is smooth outside of Zp+1, which has codimension ≥ p+1.
Hence, ω˜e = σGϑ has an extension to W
e as a product of almost semi-
meromorphic currents and this extension has the SEP with respect to
W e by Proposition 2.2. Since i∗ω˜
e = R′ on W e \ Zsing, and both sides
have extensions over Zsing, this equality will hold on all ofW
e if we show
that also R′ has the SEP with respect to W e. That R′ has the SEP
with respect to Z follows from the dimension principle, since R′ is a
pseudomeromorphic (n, p)-current with support on W e of codimension
p (so 1VR
′ will be a pseudomeromorphic (n, p)-current with support
on V of codimension ≥ 1 in W e). 
Now, we turn back to the proof of Proposition 5.2, which will cor-
respond to the last part of the proof of Proposition 3.3 in [AS]. We
write the current Rn−e as Rn−e = R
′ + R′′, where R′ is as above,
and R′′ = Rn−e − R
′′ has a priori support on Z \W e. In fact, by
the dimension principle, it will have support on V := ∪d>eW
d, i.e.,
on the irreducible components of Z if dimension > e. There, R′′ will
correspond to the “auxiliary currents” above, created from the “basic
currents” on each W d by multiplying with almost semi-meromorphic
forms on W d.
The first construction, with R′, works well on W e \V , where Rn−e =
R′, and the second construction, with R′′, works well on V \Zn−e, where
∂¯σn−e is smooth, and Rn−e = R
′′.
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The final step of the proof is to treat the parts of Z which the
construction above does not handle, i.e., W e∩ (∪d6=eW
d), V ∩Zn−e and
∪d<eW
d. However, we will see that all of these have dimension < e (a
key point for this is (2.11)) so essentially by the dimension principle,
these parts are small enough to not have any influence.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. For d = dimZ (i.e., the dimension of the
irreducible components of maximal dimension), we define ωd := ω˜d,
where ω˜d is from Lemma 5.4. Since by the dimension principle, Rp∧dz
has support on W d, R′ = 1W dRp ∧ dz = Rp ∧ dz. Thus, since i∗ω˜
d =
R′, we get that i∗ω
d = Rp ∧ dz, ω
d is almost semi-meromorphic, and
suppωd ⊆W d.
As in the proof of Lemma 5.4, by principalization of the Fitting
ideals of ϕk for k ≥ codimZ, followed by a resolution of singularities,
one gets a smooth modification τ : Z˜ → Z of Z such that all the Fitting
ideals are locally principal on Z˜. Thus, there exists line bundles on Z˜
with sections sk generating the Fitting ideals of τ
∗ϕk. Then, as in the
proof of Proposition 3.3 in [AS], τ ∗σk = βk/sk, where βk are smooth,
and τ ∗∂¯σk = ∂¯βk/sk. We thus get that i
∗σk and i
∗∂¯σk are almost
semi-meromorphic on the irreducible components of Z where they are
generically defined.
We will now by backwards induction over e define ωe, such that
i∗ω
e = Rn−e ∧ dz, ω
e is almost semi-meromorphic and suppωe ⊆⋃
f≥eW
f . Assume hence that this holds for ωe+1, and let p = n − e.
On suppωe+1 ⊆
⋃
f≥e+1W
f =: V , we have that j∗∂¯σp is almost semi-
meromorphic, where j : V → Ω is the inclusion, since it is generically
defined outside of Zp, which has dimension ≤ e. Then, we let
ωe := ω˜e + j∗(∂¯σp)ω
e+1.
Since i∗ω
e+1 = Rp−1∧dz, and Rp = ∂¯σpRp−1 outside of Zp, we get that
i∗ω
e = Rp ∧ dz outside of Zp. In addition, we have that i∗ω
e = Rp ∧ dz
onW e\Zsing by construction of ω˜
e and the fact that ωe+1 has no support
there. In conclusion, i∗ω
e = Rp ∧ dz outside of (W
e ∩Zsing)∪ (V ∩Zp).
Both sides have current extensions over this set, and ωe being almost
semi-meromorphic thus has the SEP on W e ∪ V . It thus remains to
see that also Rp ∧ dz has the SEP in order to finish the induction step.
This will hold by the dimension principle, since Rp ∧ dz is of bidegree
(n, p), and dim((W e ∩ Zsing) ∪ (V ∩ Zp)) < e. To see this last part, we
note first that W e ∩ Zsing = W
e
sing ∪ (W
e ∩ (∪f 6=eW
f)), of which both
of the sets in this union have codimension ≥ 1 in W e. In addition, by
(2.11), dimV ∩ Zp < e. 
We consider an example of such a structure form. The calculation
becomes rather involved, even though this is probably the simplest case
of a variety which is not of pure dimension.
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Example 5. Let Z = {x = y = 0} ∪ {z = 0} = Z(xz, yz) ⊆ C3. Then
O/IZ has a free resolution
0→ O
ϕ2
→ O⊕2
ϕ1
→ O → O/IZ ,
where
ϕ2 =
(
−y
x
)
and ϕ1 =
(
xz yz
)
,
i.e., it is like the Koszul complex of (x, y), except for the factors z of the
entries in ϕ1. We first compute the current R
E associated to this free
resolution. Since RE has support on Z, by the dimension principle, we
get that RE1 has support on {z = 0}. Looking first on {z = 0}\{x = 0},
IZ is generated by z. Applying the comparison formula to (E,ϕ),
and the free resolution (F, ψ) of O/J (z), where F1 ∼= F0 ∼= O and
ψ1 = z, we get that the morphism a : (F, ψ) → (E,ϕ) becomes a1 =
( 1/x 0 )t. Since the current associated to F equals ∂¯(1/z), we get
by (2.9) and (2.10) that RE1 = (IE1 − ϕ2σ
E
2 )( 1/x 0 )
t∂¯(1/z). Using
that σE2 = ( −y¯ x )/(|x|
2 + |y|2), we get that outside of {x = z = 0},
(5.6) RE1 =
1
|x|2 + |y|2
(
x¯
y¯
)
∂¯
1
z
.
By the dimension principle, this holds everywhere, since RE1 is a pseu-
domeromorphic (0, 1)-current, and codim {x = z = 0} = 2. Regarding
what this means at {0}, cf., the discussion of standard extensions in
Example 5 in [La¨3].
Outside {z = 0}, then IZ = (x, y), and the free resolution (E,ϕ) of
O/IZ will differ from the Koszul complex of (x, y) only by the factor z
in the entries ϕ1. This will cause an extra factor 1/z in σ
E
1 compared to
the σ1 associated to the Koszul complex. Since the current associated
to the Koszul complex of (x, y) is ∂¯(1/y) ∧ ∂¯(1/x), we get that
(5.7) RE2 =
1
z
∂¯
1
y
∧ ∂¯
1
x
outside of {z = 0}. On the other hand, since ZE2 = {x = y = 0}, we
have outside of ZE2 that R
E
2 = ∂¯σ
E
2 R
E
1 , and combining this with (5.6)
and (5.7), we get that
RE =
1
|x|2 + |y|2
(
x¯
y¯
)
∂¯
1
z
+
1
z
∂¯
1
y
∧ ∂¯
1
x
+
∂¯
((
−y¯ x¯
)
|x|2 + |y|2
)
1
|x|2 + |y|2
(
x¯
y¯
)
∧ ∂¯
1
z
outside of {x = y = 0} ∩ {z = 0} = {0}. By the dimension principle,
this thus holds everywhere, since the components of RE are of either
bidegree (0, 1) or (0, 2) and codim {0} = 3. Taking the wedge product
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with ωC3 = dx ∧ dy ∧ dz, and using that ∂¯(1/y) ∧ ∂¯(1/x) ∧ dx ∧ dy =
(2πi)2[x = y = 0] and ∂¯(1/z) ∧ dz = 2πi[z = 0], we get by (5.1) that
ωZ = (2πi)
2χ{x=y=0}
dz
z
+ 2πiχ{z=0}
(
dx ∧ dy
|x|2 + |y|2
(
x¯
y¯
)
+
∂¯
((
−y¯ x¯
)
|x|2 + |y|2
)
dx ∧ dy
|x|2 + |y|2
(
x¯
y¯
))
,
where χ{x=y=0} and χ{z=0} are the characteristic functions for the re-
spective zero sets.
6. Free resolutions on singular varieties
Given an ideal J ⊆ OZ , where Z ⊆ Ω, the construction of the
current RJZ relied on free resolutions over OΩ of the maximal lifting J˜
of J . A more natural generalization of the construction in [AW] would
be to consider free resolutions intrinsically on Z, i.e., a free resolution
of OZ/J over OZ , which (at least locally) exists also on a singular
variety. We discuss in this section why this approach does not work.
One of the differences between free resolutions of ideals in the smooth
and singular case is that the free resolutions need not be of finite length
in the latter case, see Example 7 below for an example of this. In fact, a
famous result by Auslander-Buchsbaum-Serre states that a Noetherian
local ring R is regular if and only if all finitely generated R-modules
have free resolutions of finite length. If R = OZ,z, then R is regular if
and only if z is a regular point of Z. However, even when the ideals do
have finite free resolutions, the construction of Andersson and Wulcan
will in general not have the correct annihilator. This is essentially
treated in [La¨2], but we will elaborate a bit here how this applies to
our situation. We consider first an example, where one can get an
indication of what can go wrong.
Example 6. Let, as in Section 1.1, Z be a reduced hypersurface defined
by a holomorphic function h, and let f be a non-zero-divisor in OZ .
Note that f being a non-zero-divisor means precisely that the complex
OZ
(f)
→ OZ is a free resolution of OZ/J (f). Hence, the current associ-
ated to this free resolution is the residue current ∂¯(1/f). Consider the
push-forward of ∂¯(1/f) to the ambient space, i∗∂¯(1/f) = ∂¯(1/f˜)∧ [Z],
where f˜ is a representative of f in Ω. By the Poincare´-Lelong formula,
see [CH], Section 3.6,
∂¯
1
f˜
∧ [Z] =
1
2πi
∂¯
1
f˜
∧ ∂¯
1
h
∧ dh.
Now, if φ∂¯(1/f˜) ∧ [Z] = 0, then the coefficients of φdh lie in J (f˜ , h)
by the duality theorem. However, since dh vanishes on Zsing, this does
not necessarily imply that φ ∈ J (f˜ , h). Indeed, we show in [La¨2] that
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if codimZsing = 1, then one can find φ and f such that φdh ∈ J (f˜ , h)
but φ /∈ J (f˜ , h). In that case, we thus get that ann ∂¯(1/f) 6= J (f).
We now turn to the general case. Consider a singular subvariety
Z ⊆ Ω of codimension p. Let Z0 := Zsing and Z
k := Zk+p for k ≥ 1,
where Zk+p are the singularity subvarieties associated to a free resolu-
tion of OZ . Let q be the largest integer such that codimZ
k ≥ k + q,
where by codimZk, we refer to the codimension of Zk in Z. (Since Z
is assumed to be singular, Z0 = Zsing 6= ∅, and hence, q ≤ dimZ.) By
Corollary 9 in [La¨2] there exists a complete intersection f = (f1, . . . , fq)
on Z such that annµf 6= J (f). By Theorem 2.4, µf equals the
Bochner-Martinelli current of f , i.e., the current associated to the
Koszul complex of f . We claim that in this case, the Koszul complex of
f is a free resolution of J (f), and hence what we described above show
that the naive generalization of the construction by Andersson and
Wulcan does not work in this case. To see that the Koszul complex of
f is exact, we note first that by Theorem 4 in [La¨2], if f ′ = (f1, . . . , fq′),
where q′ < q, then annµf
′
= J (f ′), and by Lemma 30 in [La¨2],
(f1, . . . , fq) is then a regular sequence. By [E], Corollary 17.5, the
Koszul complex of f is then a free resolution of OZ/J (f).
We saw however in Example 3 that if Z is Cohen-Macaulay, there
was an easy remedy for this, we should consider R = ω − ∇(Ufω)
instead of I − ∇(Uf ). If Z is not Cohen-Macaulay, or if we have an
ideal which does not lift to a Cohen-Macaulay ideal, it is not as clear
how to remedy this.
We consider also another issue arising when the free resolutions on
the variety are not of finite length.
Example 7. Let Z = {x = 0} ∪ {y = 0} = {xy = 0} ⊆ C2. Consider
the ideal J = J (x) ⊆ OZ . It is easily verified that if Ek ∼= OZ ,
ϕ2k+1 = (x), ϕ2k+2 = (y), k = 0, 1, · · · , then (E,ϕ) is a free resolution
of OZ/J (x) over OZ . In addition, since x ∈ m and y ∈ m, where
m := J (x, y) is the maximal ideal in OZ,0, we have that (E,ϕ) is a
minimal free resolution over the local ring OZ,0, see [E], Theorem 20.2.
This theorem about uniqueness of minimal free resolutions holds over
any Noetherian local ring, without any requirements about regularity
of the ring, so since (E,ϕ) is one minimal free resolution of OZ/J over
OZ of infinite length, any other free resolution must also be of infinite
length.
We now consider the sets ZEk , where ϕk does not have minimal rank.
They are ZE2k+1 = {x = 0} and Z
E
2k+2 = {y = 0}, k = 0, 1, . . . .
Note that codimZEk = 0 and Z
E
2k+2 6⊆ Z(J ). This shows that the
Buchsbaum-Eisenbud criterion and its corollaries, as described in Sec-
tion 2.5, fail. The reason for this is not directly that the ring we
consider is not regular, the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud criterion holds on
any Noetherian local ring. However, the criterion does not apply here,
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since one requirement is that the complex is of finite length. Since
much of the construction of Andersson-Wulcan currents relies on the
Buchsbaum-Eisenbud criterion and its corollaries, this would be an ob-
stacle to overcome in order to construct such currents directly from
free resolutions on the variety, without going to a lifting of the ideal as
we do in this article.
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